The design of curved surface sliders (CSS) based on the elastic response spectrum is done 12 by iteration to find the combination of friction coefficient and displacement capacity which satisfies 13 the condition that the maximum horizontal CSS force is equal to the horizontal force of the 14 structure. Although this CSS design is valid it does not necessarily minimize structural 15 acceleration. This paper therefore describes the optimum CSS design for minimum structural 
Introduction

28
Curved surface sliders (CSS) shift the natural period of the primary structure away from the 29 time period range of high seismic energy and augment structural damping by friction damping [1] .
30
For a selected isolation time period the CSS may be designed by the elastic response spectrum 47 a linearized model of the structure with CSS was adopted to derive optimum CSS parameters that 48 minimize structural acceleration with the constraint of a maximum tolerated CSS displacement 49 capacity; a similar approach was used by Kamalzare et al. [12] to keep computational efforts within 50 reasonable limits.
51
Common to most of the above mentioned studies is that basically optimum results only are
52
shown but not all valid CSS design solutions. Also, the results of these studies are valid for certain 53 ground motion data but not for the entire possible variety of ground accelerations as specified by the 54 elastic response spectra of type 1 and 2 with soil classes A, B, C, D and E [2] . This paper tries to fill 55 this gap by first showing the characteristics of all valid CSS designs from which the optimum CSS 56 design for minimum structural acceleration directly follows. In a next step it is shown how the 57 characteristic variables such as friction coefficient, displacement capacity, effective damping ratio, 58 reduction factor, effective time period and re-centring condition of all optimum CSS solutions 59 depend on the selection of the isolation time period. These two first studies are performed for 60 spectra of type 1 and 2 and soil class C. In the third and final section of the paper a sensitivity study 61 is presented for all spectra types and soil classes which describes by how much structural 62 acceleration will deteriorate when the actual friction coefficient of the real CSS differs from its 
81
Once the spectrum is defined by the soil dynamics experts the CSS design starts by the selection 
86
• maximum horizontal CSS force:
87
• effective stiffness:
88
• effective time period: • effective damping ratio: 
91
• reduced acceleration response of structure at effective time period:
92
(acceleration response determined from spectrum and multiplied by η )
93
• maximum horizontal force of structure (single DOF 
141
The optimum CSS design is determined by the described software program after the computation of 
190
• The longer iso T is the smaller the optimum friction coefficient opt μ becomes.
191
• The displacement capacities • The optimum CSS design in the typical isolation time period region 3. 
199
• The jump in the curves of the shown state variables at iso T =2. 
204
• The re-centring condition ≥ if iso T ≥ 1.5 s which explains the jump in the state variables at iso T =1.5 s (Figures 12 and 13) . Similar
218
to the results for spectrum of type 1 not the maximum tolerated effective damping ratio eff ζ =30%
219
with associated η =0.55 but eff ζ =17.6% with associated η =0.66 minimizes structural acceleration.
220
Also, the re-centring condition is fulfilled for all considered iso T and shows the same value as for 221 spectrum of type 1. 
287
+2% and summarized in Table 1 together with the results for spectrum of type 1 with soil class C.
288
This 
324
The second part of this study describes how friction coefficient, displacement capacity, effective reasonable isolation time periods demonstrate that the optimum CSS, which minimizes structural 328 acceleration, is not obtained at maximum tolerated effective damping ratio of 30% of the CSS but at a 329 significantly lower value.
330
The third and final part of the paper is concerned with the question by how much the structural 331 acceleration deteriorates when the actual friction coefficient of the real CSS differs from its optimum 332 value. The underlying sensitivity analysis, which is performed for spectra of type 1 and 2 and all soil 333 classes, demonstrates that the relative increase in the structural acceleration is approximately one 334 order of magnitude smaller than the assumed deviation in the actual friction coefficient from its 335 optimum value. The sensitivity results may be used by the structural engineer to define tolerable 336 deviations in the actual friction coefficient from its optimum value such that the resulting structural 337 acceleration response is still acceptably small.
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